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V.Steffy,
Red Team.
The meeting on Science and Technology innovations as theme, the
technical presentation program was held at MARIA College of Engineering and
Technology. The meeting started by 9:00am. I compeered the program. First, I
welcomed all the dignitaries to the Dias. En, the Tamil Thai Vazhthu was sung by
Red Team students. Then all dignitaries lighted the Kuthuvizhaku. First,
Mr.Velaian, the KAP organizer gave his introductory address.
He started his address by saying; sixty topics are given to us today. You
can either power point presentation or prepare a chart. Many of the
personalities will evaluate us. They will ask us questions. This is a big engineering
college. So, we have got a great opportunity to be here. The college principal is
engaged in social service also. Before this, we visited the IIST Institution. This
chance is also like that opportunity. This program is very useful. Now, we use
computers usefully, he ended up. Next, Dr. Sujar gave his speech.
First of all, he greeted all. Then, he started to speak that, now there all
more oppurtunities here and this is a gift for us. Due to the hard work of the
chairman of this college, the courses offered have increase d which include
eight BE courses, five PG courses, one, MBA course etc. Many personality
development programs and conferences are conducted in this college. Hence
hard work brings success. We remember, Wright Brothers who proved than man
can fly at the risk of cost too. We also remember, Marie Curie, Thomas Alva
Edison and Mother Teresa. So, we should be unique.
He narrated us a story, which is once a group from Andra Pradesh came
to meet Dr. Abdul Kalam. They spoke about their issues. Atlast, Dr. Kalam asked
each person, ‘what is your ambition?’ everyone’s answer was a doctor, scientist,
etc. But, boy named Srikanth answered, “I will become India’s first blind
president”, as he was blind. He was just an eighth boy. Dr. Kalam was happy and
adviced him four things:
1. Set a goal
2. Search for knowledge
3. Word hard
4. Try well and be confident.
Then Srikanth came to his village and learned well for his tenth exam. He
got 95%. Again he worked hard for the twelth exam and achieved 98%. Now, he
wanted to learn in MIT, America. But, a group of GE volunteers saw his
eligibility and conveyed his desire and requested to give a chance, atleast to the
written entrance exam. They accepted for that and Sreekanth wrote the exam.
They accepted for that and Sreekanth wrote the exam. He got fourth rank in
the world. So, he learnt there though he faced some problems, he managed to
learn there. During that time, the GE group wrote a letter to the boy, saying

that, after he completes his learning, he can join the GE group and work. In
return, he wrote that, if we don’t become the first blind president of India, he
will surely join in the job. This shows his confidence in becoming president.
Thus, Dr. Sujar conveyed us a very good message. It was so inspirational and
boosted us.
Followed by that, Er. Benzigar Rajan, ISRO scientist gave us a short talk.
He quoted that, ‘Science knows a concept’. Many countries have developed
earlier itself. But, only India has developed in the late 1947. In 1981, India
launched it’s first rocket, that is, SLV 3. A recent news says that, none of the
Indian universities stand in the top 100 universities of the world. This made us
understand that, we should develop India. He insisted us, not to mug up. His
advices will surely be useful to us.
Atleast, Achsah of Green Team gave the feedback and vote of thanks.
Then the session got over and the technical presentations by young scientists
got started. The evaluators were ready to evaluate us. We were much eagerly
waiting for the presentations to start. First, Blue Team did their presentations.
Each presentation had to be done within five minutes.
Blue Team
1. Dharshini – Petrol car
At last, the leader of Blue Team C.L Dharshini did a power point
presentation on ‘Petrol car’ she said:
∗ Petrol is used as a fuel in cars.
∗ Their engines are designed to run on petrol.
∗ We can find more petrol in Assam, Mumbai and Gujarat.
∗ Petrol engine is of two types, that is,
• Two stroke engine
• Four stroke engine
∗ It has a suction stroke, a compression stroke (piston moves
upwards), expansion stroke (charge is ignited) and exhaust stroke.
∗ Advantages:
Service and maintenance cost is less.
∗ Disadvantages:
It has less mileage and produces harmful pollution
Some questions were asked by Er. Benzigar Rajan to her thus, her
presentation got over.
2. Meera – Diesel car engine:
She did a presentation on ‘Diesel car engine’.
∗ Rudolf Diesel was the inventor of Diesel. It was a successful one in
the year 1897.
∗ The four stroke engine was first introduced in a Benz car.
∗ It’s basic parts include:

• Cylinder block
• Piston
• Piston ring
• Piston pin
• Crankshaft
• Spark plug
∗ Cylinder block has a combustion chamber.
∗ Piston helps in burning by helping in the process of combustion.
Piston has 166 strokes.
∗ The other name of connecting pin is wrist pin.
∗ Crankshaft helps in the up and down movement of a piston.
∗ Valves are doorways. Camshaft is just like a gear. Spark plug is an
electric match. Cylinder head is the toppest of chamber.
∗ The steps to perform the four stroke cycle are as follows:
• Intake
• Compression
• Power
• Exhaust
3. Krishnaveni – Radio AM and Fm
Then Krishnaveni performed a presentation on ‘Radio FM and AM’:
∗ Radio is a small part of the electromagnetic spectrum.
∗ FM (Frequency Modulation’:
It has varying frequencies. It uses the changes in waves frequency
to convey information.
∗ AM (Amplitude Modulation):
It uses the changes in signal strength to convey information.
∗ We can tune FM. We can’t tune AM. FM is received as digital. AM
is received as analog.
∗ FM is filtered out.
Then Er. Benzigar Rajan suggested that, the three main parts of an
M are Medium wave, short wave one and short wave two.
4. Amathiya Nishalini – Tape recorder
∗ Tape recorder uses electromagnet.
∗ It was invented in William laboratory in 1886.
∗ It’s types include Eightrack tape, Cassette track tape etc.
∗ Advantages:
It records everything. It is also useful for rapid speakers.
∗ Disadvantages:
The tapes must be transcribed and there may also occur a
mechanical failure.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Then Benzigar Rajan sir mentioned the two types of recordings,
that is, Analog Recording and Digital Recording.
Rohansi – water level monitor:
∗ Water level monitor is a system used for measuring water level in
many environments.
∗ Sensors measure the flow of water level.
∗ The types of sensor include bubblers, shaft recorders etc.
∗ Now there is a new advanced one invented, called ecology 500.
∗ Non-content water level sensors use ultrasonic and sonic level
instruments.
∗ Staff Gages have easy visual indicator.
Shimi Mol – Grinders:
∗ There are many types of grinders which include:
• Belt grinder
• Bench grinder
• Cylindrical grinder
• Surface grinder.
∗ Wet grinder is used to cut hard materials and also for food
preparation.
∗ Now, electric powered table top wet grinder are also available.
Priyanka – Television:
∗ ‘Tele’ means ‘distance’ and ‘vision’ means ‘to see something’.
∗ It was named by Constantain Paski in 28 August, 1990.
∗ First, television came in form of scanner which was invented in 1911
by Boris Rosing and his students.
∗ The primary colours used in it are Red, Green and Blue.
Ferdin Beny – Bluetooth:
∗ It is usually used in mobiles.
∗ It has short range and low power wireless technology.
∗ It was first developed by Niclolas in 1990 and then by SIG (Special
Interest Group).
∗ It’s range is up to 50 meters.
∗ It’s frequency range is 2.4 to 2.485 Ghz.
∗ Radio waves are also used here.
∗ It’s greatest disadvantage is less security.
Dawnlyn Lal – Fan
∗ Fan is a device that consists of several parts like magneto,
propeller, blades etc.
∗ It is of many types which may include table fans, ceiling fans etc.
∗ A fan generates wind and gives us comfort.
∗ It consists of metal arms which are blade irons.

∗ It has a fly wheel of a metal or tough rubber. It was very cheap.
10. Brindha – Cell Phone:
∗ Mobile phone is a portable communication device. It is easier to
carry. But, it is dangerous to use while we drive.
Then Benzigar Rajan explained the parts present in the cell
phone. The main one is sim card. For each person, a unique number
will be stored there. There will be a mike while receives the
information and is then amplified. Thus, Blue Team’s presentation
got over. The next was the turn of our team.
Red Team
1. Myself – Inverter:
I did a power point presentation on inverter. I explained that:
∗ Inverter is a device used to convert DC current into AC current.
∗ DC – Direct Current
AC – Alternating Current
It is used to comfort us during power cuts. It is usually used in
homes.
∗ To grasp the functioning of an inverter we have to remember two
conditions:
a. When the AC power supply is available.
b. When the AC power supply not is available.
∗ When the Ac power supply is available, the current moves from the
AC main supply to the Relay and then the then the output socket.
Some current also goes to the battery charging section and then is
stored in the battery for later use.
∗ When the AC power supply not is available, the current moves from
the battery to the relay and then to the oscillator section. Here
the current is converted to 50Hz MOS Drive Signal. It moves to
the Driver Section and the current is amplified there.
At last it reaches the inverter transformer where the current is
turned to 220 volt AC and moves to the relay and then the output
socket.
2. Jeya Varshini – Digital camera:
∗ In digital camera measurement is taken in pixels. It has two
components, a petter and shutter speed, respectively.
3. Bowsica – ELCB:
∗ ELCB stand for Earth Leakage Circuit Breaker.
∗ Here the parts are the trip coil, the input coil which is rounded on
Torroidal iron core.
∗ It’s types include:
• Voltage operated ELCB

• Current operated ELCB
4. Mervin – Motor cycle:
∗ Motor cycle is a bicycle or bike with a motor attached to it.
∗ The inventor of motor cycle is Sylvester.
∗ It avoids traffic congestion.
∗ It’s components include:
• Wheel
• Motor
• Engine
• Accelerator
• Brake
• Fuel tank
Then Benzigar Rajan sir supported his speech by saying two major
components, that is co-operator and gear.
5. Ethazl – battery charger:
∗ Battery charger is a device used to recharge batteries.
∗ It is used because, once if the energy used gets over, to
regenerate it, battery charger is used.
∗ It consists of:
1. AC to DC converter.
2. Transformer
∗ It’s kinds include Adapter and Batteries.
∗ It is corrosive and poisonous. This is a disadvantage.
6. Griffin – Wrist Watch:
∗ The inventor of wrist watch is Peter Henlein. It’s parts include LUG
Ends, Straps, Crystal marking etc.
7. Dhanu – Train:
Train is a machine that moves from place to place. In 1920, the use of
steam engine had reduced. It has a piston.
8. Nidhya – Scanner:
Nidhya spoke on Scanner. She explained how a scanner captures picture.
9. Joshika Raj – Water Heater:
∗ Radiative is a very advanced one in water heater. It consists if a
glass to radiate it.
∗ It uses mainly fire and pipe. As the fire ignites, the hot air spreads
over and the water gets heated. This is the working process.
∗ Tubes, pin, belts are also used in water heater.
∗ In the solar heater the water gets heated as the sun’s heat falls on
a glass placed.
∗ Lets “Save power”

Benzigar Rajan sir added that micro wire is also used in it which is
surrounded by a coil.
10. Varsha – Offset printer:
∗ Varsha spoke on offset printer. She explained about the history of
printer.
∗ It is of different types, which include
• Dynamic microphone
• Carbon microphone
• Ribbon microphone
• Condenser microphone
• Fiber microphone
∗ Insducer is a type of condenser microphone.
∗ There is transmitter present there which changes the energy into
electrical energy.
Then the presentations of Red Team got over and by that time,
yellow team had started their presentations.
Yellow Team
1. Lekshmi – Solar heater:
∗ There are two types of solar heater:
• Solar water heater
• Solar air heater
• It was first invented in the United States.
• The solar water heating system is of two types, Direct and
Indirect system. The Direct system is again classified into
Active and passive.
2. Rujan – Air conditioner:
∗ Air conditioner is used to bring coolness, to heat and to purify air.
∗ There are air conditioners for windows too.
∗ Hot air moves to the compressor (has ammonia like gases) and then
to condenser and fan, then pipe and atlast, the drier.
∗ Disadvantage:
If the Ammonia, Methyl chloride present leak, they may cause
severe damage.
The CFC present leads to ozone depletion and electricity may
become scarce.
3. Nishika – Water pump:
∗ Water pumps pass water for agricultural and industrial purposes.
∗ In the outer appearance, it has
• Pump lid
• Intake port
• Pump basket

• Impeller
• Discharge port
∗ It has a motor shaft and chock.
∗ The positive displacement pump has fixed amount of water.
∗ It has a lobe pump and screw pump.
∗ In a screw pump, the screws are bonded with each other.
∗ The parts of a pump are:
• Impeller
• Outer casting
• Inlet tube.
∗ Water pump has a shaft seal to prevent the leakage of water. It is
used for irrigation.
4. Shajin – Emergency Lamp:
∗ The emergency lamp is a battery-backed lighting device.
∗ Escape routing emergency is also a new type of emergency lamp.
∗ Demerits:
• High cost
• Voltage drop
5. Mani – Bicycle:
∗ The different parts of a bicycle are:
• Break
• Chain
• Wheels
6. Jerisha – water purifier:
The functioning of water purifier is
a. Pre-filter
Here, the water is filtered
b. Pre-carbon filter
Here, the decantation process occurs.
c. Sediment filter
Here, the salt impurities are taken away
d. UR filter
It has a lamp where the bacteria are filtered.
e. Tank
It atlast reaches the tank and thus we get pure drinking water.
Thus, the technical presentation of Yellow team started to present
their poer points.
Green Team
1. Achsah – Neo Lamp:
∗ “light is the principle of beauty of building”

Neon lamp is a low pressure gas discharge lamp.
It was invented in 1898 by Moris travellers and William Ramsay.
It has a sealed tube, neon gas, two electrodes and a few drops of
mercury.
Working: In the tube, the two ends have opposite charges. In the
middle is the neon gas. Their electrons split and form neon ions.
Due to collosion, the neon light evolves in reddish colour.
They have kinetic energy and generate red light.
Application:
• Signs
• Plasma monitors
• Indicator lights
To bring different colours, different gases are mixed.
Colour
Gases
Clear red
Neon
Red opaque
Neon + red phosphor
Orange
Neon + yellow phosphor
Blue
Neon + Argon

∗
∗
∗
∗

∗
∗

∗

“it’s a remarkable human invention”
Mr. John Rabi Kumar appreciated her power point and exclaimed
that it was an ideal power point presentation.
2. Aparna – weather monitor
∗ The two types of satellites are the Polar orbiting satellites and
Geostationary orbiting satellites.
∗ Cloud formation helps in monitoring weather.
∗ Instruments used for this purpose include Anemometer, Barograph,
Barometer etc.
∗ Uses:
Pollutions and oil spills can be pinpointed.
3. Krishna Kumari – Linear Power Supply
∗ Power supply is something that supplies electric power to the
electric power to the electric load.
∗ It consists of transformers, a condenser and a compiler.
∗ Amplifiers use linear power supply.
∗



















































































Just then we were surprised about the arrival of Dr. Vijayakumar,
president of Indian Medical Association (IMA). Achsah welcomed Dr.
Vijayakumar and requested Velaian to speak a few words. Velaian sir





expressed his views about presentations by telling us that all did power
point presentations very well. Above all, we were very bold. But, only the
contents are not prepared properly. He adviced us not to use any other
agents for this preparation. We can also do it in charts. He appreciated
Dr. Vijayakumar by saying that he is a main person in Kumari Arivial
Peravai and he always helps KAP.
It was time for us to lend our ears to Dr. Vijayakumar. We felt
very proud at that moment to be there in his presence. We were very
happy about his arrival. Dr. Vijayakumar informed us that he had another
meeting that day too. He appreciated Velaian sir and wondered taht we
are doing presentations that great doctors and scientists would do. He
insisted us to think apart from educational ranking. Youth service is much
important. He shared an incident which shows us that he thinks that
youth service is important.
Then Er.Benzigar Rajan told his feedbacks and appreciated us by
saying us that we did well, but some students did extra-ordinarily. That
was because; they added a slide than others, that is, the block diagram.
He took microphone as an example and explained it’s working using a block
diagram which he drew, that is
Eg: Microphone
• Principle – faraday’s laws of electromagnetism which state that
when a coil moves in a permanent magnetic field, it induces EMF.
• Parts –
protective cover
diagram
coil/beam(isostatic beam)
• Working –
The coil is winded along with the beam when we speak, the
air moves inside and the diaphragm will have interia. The coil will
get pressed. Then the electricity is generated in the form of sine
wave. It will have an amplifier which changes sound to volt. When
the current flows into the coil, it will generate vibration.
At last, the meeting got over by 1:45pm with a vote of
thanks by Achsah. We left the dining hall. We again reached the
hall by 2:15pm for the rest of the session. Green Team continued
their presentations.
4. Fathima Haashima – Relay
∗ Relay is an electromagnetic switch.
∗ It is used in circuits as switch.
∗ It is used in two types of circuits which are control circuit and load
circuit.

It consists of the following circuits:
o Electromagnet
o Armature(moving parts)
o Contacts
o Spring
∗ It is used to amplify digital signal.
∗ It is used in cars.
5. Aditya – Audio alarm for fire
∗ The audio alarm is used when there is fire accident
∗ It is used to alert people by producing sound
∗ It has fire alarm control panel. It also has initiating devices used
by man.
∗ The notification appliances include audio and textual notifications.
∗ It is used to control fire. It gives warnings. It also gives
information about the fire accident to the owner.
∗ If the fire raises, there are automatic springs to control the fire.
6. Nivethitha – Buzzer
∗ Buzzer is a signalling device that makes a buzzing sound.
∗ It is of two types: (i) AC buzzer – where the AC voltage applied to
electromagnetic transducer is used as the diaphragm.
∗ To make a simple buzzer, we use a transistor, two resistors, a
buzzer coil and a piezoelectric transducer.
Mr. Vikram, Lnd, explained about the electromagnetic coil.
7. Bibish – Echocardiogram
∗ Echocardiogram is a diagnostic instrument that uses waves to
create the moving picture of heart.
∗ Echo is something that you experience all the time
∗ When the electrical energy is kicked by crystal ions, it produces an
echo. This echo goes to the heart and then it shows whether any
blockages are present in the heart.
∗ The ultra sound used here has a frequency range above the range
audible by human (i.e. >20,000 Hz).
∗ It’s five basic components are:
o Pulse generator
o Transducer
o Receiver
o Display
o Memory
∗ It is of two types:
o Conventional
o Dopper
∗

Uses:
o Cures vascular issues
o Helps in cardiology
o Used in Genecology and obstetrics
8. Jeshwini – CC TV
∗ CC TV stands for Close Circuit Television
∗ It uses cameras. The cameras capture videos and transmit it to the
control unit. It goes to the distribution amplifier and reaches the
receiver.
∗ Direct link to one monitor means,
∗







































Application:
o Crime prevention
o Business
o Traffic monitoring
o Industrial processes
∗ Advantages
o No failure in wiring
o Clear image
o Less expensive
o Convenient to keep records
By the time, Green Team’s presentations got over and
Maroon Team started to present their power presentations.
Maroon Team
1. Varsha – MRI scan:
∗ MRI stands for Magnetic Resonance Imaging
∗ It is mainly used in hospitals to check patients.
Then she showed a video which shows how the MRI scans works.
∗ When the person lies, electromagnetic waves pass over him.
∗ The atoms of water contained in our body start to trigger.
∗ The energy formed at last goes to the computer in the form of
information.
∗ Ionisation radiation is used in MRI scans.
∗ The MRI scan includes:
o Magnet
o Gradient coil
o RF coils
o RF detector
o Computer
∗

Functions
1. Graphic windows – display pictorial representation.
2. Magnet – it has gradient coils
3. Final product – it is in 3D form
4. Table for patient – 1 millimetre (positional accuracy)
∗ The latest invention is MRI and sugar to better detect cancer. It
is used to find tumours.
2. Ashwin Niranjan – Solar Panel
∗ Solar panel is device used to convert sunlight into electricity.
∗ Cells are photovoltaic devices which are the building blocks for pv
modules.
∗ Solar panel consists of:
o Cells
o Modules
o Panel
o Array
∗ Solar cells are actually photovoltaic cells. PV phenomenon was first
found by Henri.
∗ Solar cells are thin wafers of silicon, similar to computer chips.
They are much bigger and cheaper.
∗ They have a cover glass, anti reflective coating and back contact.
∗ It is of many types like the mono silica, poly silica etc.
∗ Applications:
o Satellite
o Water pumping
o Solar fencing
o Solar home system
∗ Advantages:
∗

o Non – polluting
o Reliable
o Saves money
o Produces more power
∗ Disadvantages:
It can’t be used during cloudy times and at night. It also
requires a large area, added Mr. John Robi Kumar, team coordinator of Maroon Team. He showed the pictures of the solar
powered plane, solar powered stadium, solar powered artificial
plant, solar pyramids and solar powered fishing boat.
3. Blessy – X-Ray
∗ X-Ray is a type of ray used in medical field to diagnosis diseases.

It acts like light rays.
It was invented by Willhelm Conard Rongten.
Uses:
o Study of chest
o Study of abdomen, etc
∗ In X-Ray images, bones look white in colour.
4. Annlin Tino – Robot:
∗ A robot is something that has more sensors.
∗ It’s characteristics are:
o Sensing
o Energy
o Intelligence
∗ The type of robot include the
o Solar powered robot
o Electricity powered robot
o Battery powered robot
∗ Advantages:
o Robots can go far away plants
o They give information that humans can’t
o They capture movements too fast
∗ Disadvantages:
o People lose their jobs.
o It needs more supply for electricity
5. Anisha – ECG:
∗ ECG stand for Electro Cardiogram
∗ ECG is used to check problems in our heart.
∗ It was invented by William.
∗ The working is that:
There will be twelve patches attached to the body. The input
is first taken to the input buffer and then for checking. After
that, it goes to the filter and passes on the micro controller. Then
it reaches the micro processor. At last, it is checked and we get
the result.
∗ It has two divisions – (a) P wave and (b) R wave
∗ This process is done to check the hearts electricity activity.
6. Pratheesh – network switch:
∗ The network switch is a :
o Computing device
o Connects device
o Forwards data
∗ Switch is device used on computer.
∗
∗
∗

It’s process includes:
o Physical
o Datalink
o Network
o Transport
o Session
o Presentation
o Application
∗ It gives security.
7. Keerthiga – printer
∗ It’s parts include the:
o Paper support
o Edge guides
o Printer cover
o Sheet cover
∗ It is more types:
o Inkjet printer
o Laser printer
o Snapshot printer
o Thermal wax printer
o Dye-sublimation printer
o Digital photo printer
o Infrared image sensor printer
8. Abiram – Turbine:
∗ Abiram spoke about turbine, how to make it and its various types.
9. Scotlin Joe – Pen drive:
∗ Pen drive is a data collecting electronic device.
∗ Modern pen drive was invented by Shimum.
∗ Old pen drive only had a flash memory chip, cable, connecting point.
∗ Modern pen drive has eight parts like the test point, flash memory
chip, oscillator etc.
∗ Advantages:
In olden days people used CDs to store information. But, if a small
scratch falls on it, then it may damage. But, nowadays, we can use
pen drives to avoid this limitation.
10. Sowparnika – Electric motor pump:
∗ Electric motor pump is of many types which include the centrifugal
pump etc.
∗ It’s parts include.
o Impella
o Casis
∗

o Section value
o Delivery valve
∗ The working process is that, as the impella which has water
rotates, a space is being evolved. Due to the force, the water
moves through the delivery valve and comes out by the delivery
pipe.
∗ Disadvantages:
o Sand may also come along with water. Hence the impeller
may get damaged.
Thus Maroon Team’s performance ended up. Then the students who
bought their presentations in CDs started to present.
1. Asvidha (Yellow Team) – EB Transformer
∗ EB Transformer is a static device which was invented by William
Stanley.
∗ It brings voltage up or down AC electrical circuit.
∗ It works on Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction.
∗ It consists of:
o Secondary winding (in coil)
o Primary winding (in coil)
o Core
o Leakage flux
o Main flux
∗ AC current flows through the primary winding and reaches the
flux.
∗ The secondary winding then depends on the primary winding.
2. Divya (Yellow Team) – Vacuume cleaner
∗ It consists of:
o Dust bag
o Electric motor
o Rotating brush
o Filter
o Exhaust port
o Intake port
3. Mary R. Jershia (Green Team) – Magnetic train:
∗ The first commercial magnetic train run on December 2003.
∗ The other names of a magnetic train are:
o Suspension train
o Flying train
o Bullet train
o Maglev train
o Electromagnetic train

The magnetic train has a property of attraction and repulsion.
Magnetic train has magnetised coil and large magnets. It uses AC
current.
∗ It’s characteristics include:
o High speed
o No engine
o No wheel
o No noise
o No diesel
o No petrol
Thus, all Technical presentations by young scientists got
ended up and the final meeting started.
Feedbacks were given by the evaluators. First, Mr.Murugan, ISRO
Scientist, adviced us to prepare the technical presentations by ourselves.
Then Mr. Edwin Sam Team co-ordinator of Yellow team expressed his
views by saying, we see more gadgets around us. We should know their working
principles. That is why, this program is being conducted. Every year, the young
scientists would draw in charts. So, they involved in drawing block diagrams. But,
now all of us have moved to internet. Hence, we should involve and learn.
Then Mr.John Robi Kumar emphasised that, only little students had
performed well. This is our second chance for doing power point presentations.
The first time, we got more instructions. But still there are no improvements.
We should rectify our mistakes. Very little students have improved. So, we
should work hard. He suggested us to prepare in such a way that we should be
able to answer all questions raised, which are relevant to what we have
displayed.
Next, Mr.Vikram happily said that we performed with no hesitations.
Some students did really well. He insisted us not to waste our money by
preparing in computer centres. We can instead take some faulty fans or other
machines and analyse it. He gave us some tips for doing better presentations.
That is,
1. Collect the content. Never go inside Wikipedia. We should read books.
2. We should list the points in the paper.
3. Stick on to the topic.
4. Split it into sentences. Then simplify it.
5. Don’t use more animation.
6. Use a common font.
7. There should not be any images or videos that cause irritation.
8. We should always use relevant images.
9. We should show the contents first.
10. It is essential to know the sequences of slides.
∗
∗

11. Use only black colours.
12. The colours should be aesthetically good.
13. Save the power point in earlier software.
14. Use maximum five slides.
15. Correct the mistakes in the coming presentations.
Then Mr. Shibin gave a short a talk. He made us understand that we
haven’t invented anything yet and our creativity is missing. Treasures were
found in Padhmanabasami temple, recently. Likewise, the treasure is within us.
We should ask it to our mind and bring it out. After that, Er. Benzigar Rajan was
surprised that we were able to do the presentations which can’t be done by our
parents after their carrier. He suggested us to insert block diagram and
principle in our presentations.
Then Velaian sir happily agreed that we performed well. He made us
understand the importance of thinking in a scientific way. He appreciated some
students and advised us to try our level best and never try to satisfy others. He
proclaimed the coming meetings, that is, the next meeting would be ”Earth
Hour” by 6:00pm in the Rotary Community hall. It is an awareness program.
There would also be a parent’s meet. The program at the university would be
probably by April 27. The award function would be held at May. He insisted the
team leaders to send the Tamil essays as soon as possible. He also told us to
often interact with KAP members. We should use these oppurtunities he added.
He appreciated Prof. Sunil of MARIA College for spending his time with us. He
encouraged us to send post card to the principal of the college and thus ended
his speech. Atlast, I proposed the vote of thanks and the meeting over by 5:00
pm after the National Anthem.

It was a good program that brought our talents our talents outside. It
eradicated the stage fear from me. I thank MARIA College of Engineering and
Technology for giving this chance. I also extend my heartfelt thanks to KAP for
making us bold enough to face any questions....
Thank You

2, S.Varsha
Maroon Team
We use several gadgets in our day to day life without those gadgets, our life
would have been difficult. In this fast moving world these scientific innovations
play a vital role. These are considered as the blessings of science. But it has
also made people so very lazy.Inorder to discuss about these daily usage
gadgets we students were asked to present power points on some topics. This
was our next program which was scheduled on 8th March 2014. For this meeting
we were asked to assemble in the auditorium of Maria College of Engineering,
Attoor by 8.30 in the morning. As usual the formal meeting started by 9.00 am

V.Steffy from red team did the anchoring. The Tamil Thai Vazhthu was sung by
the girls of red team. Following by that was the lighting of Kuthuvilaku by the
dignitaries and by V.Steffy.
V.Steffy briefed the vision of the college. And she also explained about
us as well as our selection process. First she invited Mr.Mullenchery, Mr.Velain
to give the introductory address. He denoted this program as an important one
because the students would get chances to present powerpoints. He also
specified that evaluation will be done by Mr.Benziharajan, Mr.Murugan,
Mr.Edwin Sam, Mr.John Rabi kumar and by some staffs of Maria College. This
made the program a bit more effective, because by their evaluation we can
understand all our mistakes, our negatives and rectify that and moreover we can

gather more information too. Sir said that KAP is offering very useful trips to
we young students so through these trips we can get a clear idea about all our
resources and also about our district. Our last trip was to The Indian Institute
of Space Science &Technology, Valiamala. We got a credit that we were the only
school students who got chance to enter IIST for a visit. Sir also appreciated
that he saw more advancement within us in the field of computer. By writing
reports and preparing powerponts we have gathered more knowledge. We have
inculcated the habit of speed typing and also we have come to know about

electronic mail previously those students who used the computers for playing
games have transferred and have used it effectively. Sir announced that all our
reports, researches will be compiled in the form of a book titled Nurture
Nature and will be published in an university at Coimbatore. Finally this 1 year
program will end by a prize distribution ceremony in the month of May.
Then it was the time for us to hear some words from the principal of that
reputed institution Mr.Sujar. He said that we are fortunate enough to get
chances to present ppts at this age itself because even the college students
hesitate to present ppts. He was also happy that KAP’s efforts are bearing
fruits. Then Mr.Sujar briefed the history of that college. He told that this
college started in the year 2008 with four branches of Engineering. This
reputed college offer 8 B.E. courses, 5 PG. courses 2 M.Sc., courses and one
MBA degree courses. They also provide a strong base in the field of sports too.
They are well known for conducting conferences, national and international
seminar.
The students of this college have brought laurels to the management by
getting good marks in the 1st year itself. The college was ranked number 4 in
our district. So sir stressed on the words ‘Hard work Bring Success’. When we
see the bulb we remember Thomas Alva Edison and when we hear the sound of
flight we remember Wright Brothers. Madam Curie has contributed much in the
field of Science and Mother Theresa has served for the human welfare. These
persons have some uniqueness. So sir directed us to be unique in nature. World
is pushing us hard but we should overcome it and attain success . Sir narrated a
story.
The story is as follows.
Once upon a time there was boy named Srikanth who was blind in nature.
He is from a Tribal group in Andra Pradesh. Once Dr.A.P.Abdulkalam went there.
At that time he interrogated everyone about their ambition. Everyone answered
as doctor, teacher and so on. Srikanth was standing in the back and raised his
hands. When Kalam asked him he replied that he wanted to become the first
Blind President of India for that Kalam advised him to follow four things in his
life.
They





are:
Set a Goal
Search Knowledge
Hard work
Failure should be the stepping stone towards success.

Then Srikanth started to follow all the four things in life finally he got
95% in 10th exams and 98% in 12th exams. But he still wanted to study. He
wished to study in the MIT University of America. But there was a rule that
blind students are not allowed to study there. Then he wrote a letter to the
chairman asking permission for writing the entrance exams and also stated that
he should be selected if he passes in the entrance exams. He got 4th position in
the world in the entrance exam. But still they hesitated to select him but he
was later selected. With the help of GE group he went to America. When he is
about to complete his course, the GE group wrote a letter to him stating that a
job is ready in their company and once he return back from America he can join
in his job.He replied that if he did not become the first blind President of
India then surely he will take up the job. With this story sir concluded his
speech by saying that follow the 4 goals in life then surely we will attain
success.
Then we got a chance to listen from the Master of Seas Mr.Benziharajan.
He denoted that Science means knowing, Technology means doing and Innovation
means Transformation. Science was developed first in some western countries in
18thCentury. But since India was under the mighty English it took time for the
development and only in 1955 Science started to develop in India. In 1974 the
first atom bomb was exploded. From 1981 onwards India saw & development in
the field of space Science. In this year the first rocket SLV3 was launched. But
our country did not have the ability to compete with the major countries like
France, Russia and USA because of our GDP spending for research. Out of 100
publications our India has only 3.5%. This was 7% in 1981 but keeps on decreeing
year by year. In top 100 universities in world there are no Indian universities.
The reason is that the students mug up without any understanding and all the
exams are mark oriented only and also there are no new innovative students. He
told that he is going to evaluate all our ppts that day. Style and the way of
presenting will the noted. Then I.G.Achsah from green team gave the feedback
and the vote of thanks. With this the first session completed and the
presentation session began. First it was the chance of the blue team to do their
presentations.
First the leader of Blue Team C.J.Dharshini went forward to present her
ppt. Her topic was Petrol Car. She said that petrol is a fuel and fuel is called as
a burning substance. In India we get fuel in Assam, Mumbai and Gujarat. The
inventor of Petrol Car is Nicolous. She also explained the working principle of
this Petrol Car.

Then Meera Kathiresh presented her ppt. Her topic was Diesel Car. This
converts chemical energy into Mechanical of energy and Rudolf diesel is the
inventor of this car.
Krishnaveni did a ppt on the topic Radio AM/FM. Her slides gave vast
information about AM/FM AM. AM stands for Amplitude modulation. This has
low frequency. And it has no length limit. FM stands for Frequency Modulation.
The signals can travel 50 km only.

Amartyavishalini got the topic tape recorder. She explained the parts of
the tape recorded too.
Priyanka did a ppt on the topic television. She mentioned this machine as
an important gadget. She explained about picture tube too.
Beni did a ppt on the topic Bluetooth. This is used to transfer data from
one mobile to other.
Next in the order was Dawnlynlal. His topic was fan. This gadget can run
either in electricity and battery. He gave a detailed picture about its type too.
Brindha presented about cell phone. This is communicating device and is
the fastest mode of communication and is very easy to carry too.
Then the red team started their presentation. First in the order was
V.Steffy. Her topic was inverter. It is a device which is used to convert DC to
AC. It produces 200 V of AC. She explained clearly with the help of block
diagram.
Then came Jeyavarshini to present about digital cameras. It coverts an
along information to digital information. More the pixel more detail the picture
is.
Then Bowshika presented about ELCB. It is used to prevent current
leakage. There are 2 types of ELCB.
Merin gave a short ppt on the topic motor cycle.

Ethazl explained through a ppt on the topic Battery charger. This is used
for charging another device. There are two types of charger they are adapter
and battery.
Griffing detailed about wrist Watches. It was
invented Wrist Watches.

Peter Henlein who

We understood the history and the running of train through Dhanu’s ppt.
Nitya gave some information about scanner. It is sued to take copies of
documents. It is playing a vital role in medical field too.
We got a clear idea about the water heater by listening to FoshikaRaj’s
ppt.
Varsha spoke about offset printer.
Shame gave a ppt presentation on the topic mike. It is found by EC went.
Then the yellow team started.
A ppt on Solar Water Heater was presented by Lekshmi. This gadget is
used to deliver Hot water.
Rujan explained clearly about the AC through a ppt. This machine is used
to make a place cool, hot or to purify the air. Ammonia is present in AC.
Nishika did a ppt on the topic water pump. There are more types of water
pump. It is used for the transpotation of water.
Shajin presented a clear details about Emergency Lamp.
Mani said about the Bi-Cycle. People in China and Netherland use the bicycle as the common mode of transport. It is good for health too.
Jerisha gave a Ppt on the topic water purifier. There are more types of
water purifier. This machine is used to purify the dissolved salts from the
water.
Then it was the time of Green Team to do their Presentation.
Achsah submitted a Ppt on the topic Neon Lamp. She gave the following
information. Morries& William are the founders of Neon Lamp. These are low
pressure gas discharge Lamp.
Abarna presented on the topic weather monitor. Weather Satellite is
used to monitor the weather at a particular place.

Krishna Kumari.s topic was Linear Power supply. This devices supplies
adequate amount of current to an instrument. Then we got a chance to meet the
president of Indian Medical Association .Dr.Vijaya Kumara. Again there was a
formal meeting. Achsah from green team compeered the session. Mr.Velian gave
the introduced Dr. Vijayakumar to audience. He appreciated that everyone of us
are without stage fear and presented confidently. But sir was not satisfied
about our way of presentation then sir said about Dr.Vijayakumar.
Then Dr.Vijayakumar was asked to deliver his speech. He said that he
was surprised to see, we students. He also appreciated us for doing well in IMA
meeting. He also mentioned that the doctors of IMA Namakkal appreciated us a
lot.
Then it was time for us hear from Mr.Benziharajan. He too was not
satisfied with our Ppts. Also told that working Principal of the certain gadget is
very very important. So that he asked us to take a paper and draw the diagram
on it and explain while presenting. He bought a diagram of a mike and explained
clearly it’s parts and its working principle.
After this formal meeting, we went to the canteen to have our lunch.
Then again after lunch our presentation session continued. with Farthima
on Relay switch. She specified more information with 2 circuits and 4 Parts.
Aditya came forward to give a Ppt on the topic Audio Alarm for fire. This
is very important in industries and offices to indicate the present of fire. It
alerts people.
Nivetha’s topic was Buzzer. This Buzzer is an indicating device. There are
two types of Buzzer. They are AC Buzzer and DC Buzzer.
Bibisha Presented on the topic eco-cardiogram. She cleared that crystal
ions will be present in this.
Jashimine did a Ppt on the topic CCTV. This is used to monitor someone
secretly. It very often used in many commercial places.
Then it was the time for maroon team to give its presentation.
First myself varsha gave a Ppt on the topic MRI Scan,
The Ashwin did a Ppt on the topic solar panel, He clearly specified the
application of solar panel.
Blessy gave a Ppt on the topic X-Ray machine. She gave a clear note about
its types, parts and function.
A Ppt on the working of Robot was done by AnlinTino. She also made us
clear about the working of certain robots.
Then Anisha R.S got a chance to give a Ppt on the topic Electro Cardio
Gram.
Prathees of maroon team presented on the topic Network switch. I came
to know what is a network switch only after seeing his Ppt.

Keerthiga’s topic was printer. She made a very good presentation
regarding printer. She briefed about its history as well as its types. Scotline Jo
did a Ppt about a simple device named pen drive. This is a device which is of
great demand in todays world. It was invented by Ameer and Don.
Sowbarnika did an excellent presentation on the topic Electric Motor
pump. This is used to carry water from one place to another.
A PowerPoint presentation was done on the topic transformer by
Ashwidha of yellow team. This uses Faraday’s Law. William Stanley is considered
as the founder of a transformer.
I came know about the vaccum cleaner after the Ppt of Divya . It is a
machine which is used to clean a place. A fan is the most important component
of this machine.
The last presentation was regarding the topic magnetic trains don by
Mary.R.Jershia. It was invented on Dec,2003. It is used for fast transportation.
This train travels 500km/hr.
By 4pm all the presentation were completed before the gathering. Then
we had a short feedback session by the dignitaries.
First Mr.Murugan came forward to give a small feedback about our Ppts.
He praised that almost all of us were good in Presentation. He also mentioned
the words of mother Teresa.
Then we were indebted to hear from Mr. Edwin Sam. He told that it is
very important to know about all the gadgets that we use everyday. Last year
too this program was conducted. But they were asked to present it through
charts. He reported that collecting information from internet is good but we
should use it wisely.
Then we heard some suggestions from our Coordinator Mr.John Rabi
Kumar. He suggested us to answer the questions at least from the slide.
Then Vikram sir gave some important suggestions that is very important
to follow whenever we do certain Ppts. The positive thing within us was that we
didn’t have any hesitations.
Some suggestions given by him are:Do not waste money by giving it in the browsing centers. So he urged us
to is by ourselves.
Make the Ppt simple. If the sentence is very long then split is into simple
words.
Use proper fonts which is clearly visible and easy to understand.
Use more images to make it easy to understand.
Use a contents slide and a summery slide.
Do not use unnecessary colors or animations.
Submit always in lower version.

Shibin sir went forward to give the feedback. He specified that all the
gadgets discussed today were invented by foreigners. This proved that India is
lacking in innovative research. He also cited about the Padmanabaswamy Temple
in Trivandrum.
Benziharajan Sir told that we are fortunate enough to get a chance at
this small age. He made us clear about the slides that we are using. He advised
us to start always with the basic principle.
The Velian sir urged us to think scientifically . He told us to always
include the working principle. The history is not needed. He directed us to do it
by ourselves. Moreover we are asked to do what we can do . Then sir announced
about the next program. It is Earth Hour program . We are asked to attend it
with our parents in Rotary community Hall. And there will be a parents meeting
on 16th The program ended with the National Anthem.

3.V.Jaya Varshini,
Red Team
I arrived near Lekshmi Theatre at 7.30 am. The Sigma College bus took
us to the sigma college of architecture and technology. We reached the college
sharply at 8.20 am. Two sisters from the college welcomed us. The programme
began at 8.30a.m. Varsha from maroon team compered the whole programme.
She invited Sri.Karthikesan, Dr.James Wilson, Mrs.Gladis Wilson, Mr.Velaian,
Er.Ingersol, Capt.Bennet singh on the dais. The Tamil Thai Vazhthu was sung by
maroon team members. The Kuthuvilakku was lighted by Sri.Karthikesan,
Dr.James Wilson, Mrs. Gladis Wilson, Er.Ingersol, Mr.Velaian and Varsha from
maroon team.
Varsha detailed about “The life of Sir.C.V.Raman”. C.V.Raman, an Indian
Physicist, noticed the blue color of glaciers and the Mediterranean sea during a
voyage in Europe in 1921. This motivated him to discover the reason for the
blue color. Raman carried out experiences regarding the scattering of light by
water and transparent blocks of ice which explained the phenomenon. He
detected lines in the spectrum which he later called Raman lines. On February
28, 1928, Sir.C.V.Raman announced the discovery of the Raman effect at the
Indian Institute of science in Bangalore. He presented his theory at a meeting
of scientists in Bangalore in March 16, 1928 and won the Nobel Prize in 1930.
In 1986, NCSTC asked the Government of India to designate 28 February
to honour our Nobel laureate Sir. Chandrasekhar VenkataRaman for his
invention of the Raman effect. Every year a different theme is selected and

activities, the fourth program and act are based around that theme. The focal
theme for the year 2009 is “Expanding horizons of Science”, 2010 is “Gender
equality science and technology”, 2011 is “Chemistry in life”, 2012 is “clean
energy options and nuclear safety for 2012”, 2013 is “Genetically modified crops
and food security” and 2014 is “Fostering scientific temper”.
C.V.Raman was born on 7 November 1988 in his maternal grandfather’s
house, in a small village of Thiruvanaikaval near Thiruchirapalli on the bank’s of
Cauvery in Tamilnadu. Raman’s maternal grandfather Saptarshi Sastri was a
great Sanskrit scholar, who in his younger days travelled on foot to distant
Bengal to learn Navya Nyaya. Raman’s parents were Chandrasekhara Iyer and
Parvathi Ammal. Raman’s father, who intially taught in a local school for many
years and later became a lecturer in Mathematics and Physics in A.V.Narasimha
Rav College, Vishakapatnam in Andhra Pradesh. Raman passed his Matriculation
examination at the age of 11 and he Passed his F.A.examination with a
scholarship at 13. In 1903 Raman joined the presidency college in Chennai from
where he passed the B.A and M.A examination. He stood first both in M.A and
B.A examination and won all prizes available. Raman passed away from natural
causes on 11 November 1970.
Mr. Velaian gave THE introductory address. He told ssgma college of
architecture and technology is the top most college in Kanyakumari district. He
informed that National Science day celebration was introduced in Kanyakumari
district by him and Er.Ingersol. He said ISRO’s scientist Er.Karthikesan was
the founder of ISRO Propulsion complex. We welcomed him by giving rose.
Dr.James Wilson honoured Mr.Karthikesan with Ponnadai. The ‘KAP’ members
gave him a momento.
Sri.Karthikesan and Dr. James Wilson honoured
Mr.Satheesh Kumar, who got PHD award with Ponnadai. Mr.Velaian continued his
address. He welcomed all the dignitaries who were present. He wished us to
take notes without mistake.
Dr. James Wilson gave presidential address. He told Sir.C.V.Raman got
Nobel prize because of his effort. He informed Raman wrote more than 400
reports. He instructed us to read newspapers regularly.
Sri. Karthikesan gave inaugural address. He told the growth of Sigma
college of architecture and technology is benefit for the region people. He said
individual development is very important for one country. He adviced us to
concentrate in studying. He instructed us to have positive thinking. He said
paddy field is destroying. So, we will get paddy from industries in future. He
told us to plant trees in our house.
Achsah from green team given feedback. Ethazh Sherin Joseph
from red team performed a dance. It was very nice. Capt. Bennet Singh given
vote of thanks. We had a break for 5 minutes.
Theme lecture 1 :

Team Co-ordinator : Steffy
Steffy from Red team gave introduction on “Space technology for
national development. In 1957 the Russians launched Sputnik 1. This was the
first space probe to go to space. In 1957, the first man went to Space. NASA
was born on 1958. In 1969 Neil Armstrong became the first man to land in the
moon with Apollo 11. In 1981, the first space shuttle Columbia was launched. In
2000, the first weather satellite was launched space activities in the country
started during early 1960’S with the scientific investigation of upper
atmosphere and ionosphere over the magnetic equator that passers over
Thumba using small sounding rockets. Realizing the immense potential of the
technology for national development, Dr.Vikram Sarabhai, the vision leader
envisioned that powerful technology could play a meaningful role in national
development and solving the problems of common man. Indian space program
driven by vision of Dr. Sarabhai is considered as the father of Indian Space
program.
ISRO created successfully two major satellite systems namely IWSAT
and IRS. Also, PSLV and GSLV. Bhaskara I is the first experimental remote
sensing satellite carried TV and microwave cameras send at 7 June 1979.
Bhaskara II is second experimental remote sensing satellite send at 20
November 1981.
INSAT – 1A is first operationalized multi purpose
communication and meteorology satellite. INSAT – 1B is identical to INSAT –
1A send at 30 August 1983. IRS – 1A is first operationalized remote sensing
satellite send at 17 March 1988. INSAT – 1C INSAT – 1 D improved vision of
IRS -1A, GSAT satellite for first development flight GSLV send at 18 April
2001. EDUSAT is India’s first educational satellite send at 20 October 2004.
INSAT – 4A Send for direct to home TV broadcast service. IRNSS – 1A Send
at 1 July 2013. Mangalyan was launched into orbit on board indigenous PSLV –
C25 rocket at 2.35 pm on November 5, 2013 by ISRO
from Satish Dhawan
space centre at Sriharikota, Andhra Pradesh. The development of space
technology have solved the country’s requirement in the field of remote sensing
and communication.
Er. Ingersol presented a powerpoint on “Space technology Applications
for the Society”. The earth is 3 lakh 84000 kms distance from the moon.
According to Dr.Vikram Sarabhai "We must be second to none in the
applications of advanced technologies to the real problem of man”. Space
technology is technology that is related to entering and retrieving object or life
forms from space. The Space Infrastructure are *launch vehicles (PSLV, GSLV)
* Space crafts (LEO, GEO) and beyond * sensors and transponders. Indian
space organization was started at 1962 in a church. 3 kgs of rockets and 10 kgs
of rockets were used at first. But, now 300 kgs of rockets were using. The
goal of space technology is to develop economic in the society. Infra spectrum’s

image is helpful to learn about the problems in planets. Remote sensing
technology is helpful to learn the wealth of forest and water. Satellite is used
to know about potential information. Space science technology is costly
technology. The Multipurpose s/c platform are * DTH, interactive TV and
towards HDTV * Increased number of transponders * c; Ext – c; ku band *
Regenerative transponders. India’s priorities . . . touching mainly are food
security, water security, Environment Assessment monitoring, weather and
ocean state forecasting.
Modern satellites are communication satellites,
Remote satellites, Weather Satellites, Space telescope satellites, Scientific
Satellites, Space Station Satellites, military satellites & Rescue Satellites.
Chandrayan I is the India’s first mission to moon. Mineral resources present in
India are fcc, fcc ratio’s and Ejecta minerals. Space technology and new
horizons are manufacturing in space, energy from Space. Interplanetary
exploration, Behavioral study of humans in space environment human mission to
moon and mass, Reusable launch vehicles, low-cost access to space, space
tourism, Electrical Propulsion and Nuclear propulsion. Areas of interact in space
sciences and technology are space exploration, universe – its dimensions, space
based communication system, Gravity – the universal binding force, Solar
system, planetary exploration and Sun – source of energy. Steffy given
feedback.
Lecture II :
Team Co – ordinator : Achsah
Achsah gave an introduction about “Environment Protection”.
Environment is compliment to all beings. Many disturbances were caused to
Environment. Trees absorbs Co2 and release O2 during Photosynthesis. One
billion of people is depending in the forest. Forest in Kanyakumari district is
decreased from 30% to19% due to deforestation. The use of fact and most
production leads to depletion of certain resources of nature. Air is mixture of
gases. Three main gases were Nitrogen of 78%, Oxygen of 21% and argon of
1%. Smoke released from industries cause air pollution. Due to air pollution lung
cancer affect us. The consequent temperature increase in atmosphere is called
global warming. Soil is the uppermost layer of the earth where plant grows.
Plants depend directly upon the soil for growing. “A nation destroys the topsoil
destroys itself”. Soil erosion is caused mainly due to the pesticides used for
agriculture. Soil Erosion decreases the soil fertility Contamination of water is
due to pollutants released from sewages and domestic wastes, pesticides and
agricultural run offs, Industrial wastes, nucleur wastes and oil spills. So, we
should protect our environment.
Mr. Joe Prakash released a book. It is about Animals in Kanyakumari
district. It was given to all the coordinators and us.

Mr. Sundar Raj ( Rtd, District Forest Officer) presented a power point
on “Environmental Protection” - the sum total of all surroundings of a living
organism, including natural forces and other living things. Our surrounding were
originally a natural landscape such as forest, river, mountain, desert or a
combination of these elements. People who live in cities get their food supply
from surrounding villages. These villages in turn are development on natural
landscape for resources. Our daily life is closely linked with our surroundings.
We breathe air. A person needs 3 oxygen cylinders/day @ Rs. 700 / each / for
65 years will be Rs.4,98,22,500 in future. We use water to drink and for other
day to day activities. We depend on the community of plants and animals which
form a web of life, of which we are also a part. Everything around us forms our
environment. Our dependence on environment is to great. We cannot continue
to live without conserving the earth’s environment resources. During 1446,
there was severe drought in Marwar (Jodhpur) region of Rajasthan. The famine
continued for 8 years. ‘Jambaj’ the spiritual leader of that region preached 29
principles. People who followed those 29 principles are called “Bishnais”. They
grow large number of Vanni and Ilanthi. In 1730, King Ajith Singh ruled
Marwar. He wanted to build a fort. He send his soldiers to cut the trees from
the village “Khejarli” of “Bhishnais”. ‘Amrita Devi’ embraced the tree along with
her three daughters and sacrificed their lives. 363 Bhishnais were killed in
protecting the vanni tree. A tragic event in the history of the entire world to
protect the trees. In Hindi, chipko means ‘ to embrace’ or ‘to hug’ and that is
what the Uttarkhand women had done in 70’s to save the trees. In 1974, a
Woman Gaura Devi orgainized 27 women of her village to protect the trees.
Causes for environmental degradation are Population explosion, Urbanisation,
Industrial revolution, Green revolution, transport, construction of dams, Nuclear
Project, Thermal project, transport and Hydel project. Disturbances caused to
environment are deforestation, desertification, Loss of Biodiversity,
Toxification, Acidification, Global warming, depletion of ozone layer, Air
pollution, Water pollution, Soil pollution,
Noise pollution, Dust pollution,
Radioactive, Oil pollution, Pesticide pollution and Plastic pollution. Environment
is our heritage. Our forefathers lead a harmonious life with nature. As a result
they have given to us a healthy and wealthy environment. It is our bounden and
foremost duty to handover a clean environment to our future generation. UN
has organized UNCEO also known as Eart summit. G7 is a group of consisting of
7 developed wealthiest and most industrialized nations like U.S, Japan, France,
Germany, Italy, U.K and Canada. The environmental ethics are : * we must lead a
harmonious life with nature. * we must preserve the forests. * Protect wildlife.
The role of students were : * Develop respect for all forms of life. * we must
know 4 thing basically. * Plant more trees. * If garden is small, plant herbs or
Geepers. * Prevent trees from being cut. * Reduce the use of paper * save

precious rainwater. The word nurture means to nourish birds, animals, insects,
water, air and earth.
Achsah given feedback.
Mr.Joe Prakash honour
Mr.Sundar Raj with ponnadai. We had our lunch at 1.15pm. After our lunch we
came back to the same hall at 2.00pm.
Theme Lecture : III
Team Co-ordinator : Jeshwini
Jeshwini gave an introduction on “Nuclear energy needs”. Energy is
important requirement. 9 lakhs 40 megavolt power increased 2013 by the last
year. The great sources of power are wind power and solar power. The
carbondioxide and sulphurdioxide are the gases emitted by nuclear power.
Germany has the shortage amount of nuclear resources. India has largest
thorium in the world. There are 21 nuclear reaction in India. Nuclear energy is
not only used for power generations but other uses. Nuclear energy is also used
in nuclear medicine. Nuclear energy even used for agriculture in Maharashtra.
Mr.Edwin Sam honoured Er.Benzigar Rajan with ponnadai.
Er. Benzigar Rajan presented a power point on “Nuclear energy needs”.
Sun is the very huge nuclear plant. Nuclear energy came from the system called
atoms. Atom has 3 quantity. They were proton, electron and neutron. The
weight of neutron is 674 x 10 -27 kg, proton is 672 x 10 -27 kg and electron is
9.102 x 10 -27 kg. Electron is having nuclear which is constitutely by protons and
electrons. All protons has positive charge and all electrons has negative charge.
Nuclear energy is called atomic energy. The forms of energy are heat energy,
chemical energy, electromagnet energy, nuclear energy and mechanical energy.
Heat is produced because of collision of electrons. Chemical energy is the
bounding of atom. The nucleus of an atom is the surface of nuclear energy.
When the nucleas splits, nuclear energy is released in the form of heat energy
and light energy. Nuclear energy is also released when nuclei collide at high
speeds and join. Nuclear energy is the most concentrated form of energy. 1
ton of coal = burning of 10 kg of uranium. Indian nuclear starts from Gujarat,
Haripur, Jitapur, Maharashtra and Koodankulam. TamilNadu is the largest
producer of coal. Kaiga, Kakrapur, Kalpakkam, Naroa, Rawatbha, Tarapur,
Koodankulam has nuclear plants in India. In nuclear fusion, two nuclei with low
mass numbers combine to produce a single nucleas with a higher mass numbers.
Fission are bombared with neutrons, their nuclei splits into two parts which are
roughly equal in size. In a conventional nuclear power plant:
 a controlled nuclear fission chain reaction.
 heat water.
 Produce high pressure steam.
 That returns turbines.
 Generates electricity.

Nuclear power generation does emit relatively low amounts of Co2. The
emissions of green house gases and therefore the contribution of nuclear power
plants to global warming is therefore relatively little. This technology is readily
available, it does not have to be developed first. It is possible to generate a
high amount of electrical energy in one single plant. Energy equivalents is
 Uranium fuel pelt has as much energy available as.
 3 barrels of oil = 1 ton of coal.
 1 cord of wood = 17000 cubic feet of natural gas.
Jeshwini given feedback.
Theme Lecture IV :
Team Co-ordinator : Fathima Haashima
Fathima Haashima gave an introduction on “medical science”. “Health is
wealth”. A well known and even proverb describes the significance of complete
physical, mental and social well being and not merely the absence of diseases or
infirmity. Health and hygiene plays a vital role in our uses. Health for one is
how the body condition is and hygienic is the one how he take care of his body.
In India a number of endemic communicable diseases present on series public
health hazard. Over the years where Government has setup a variety of natural
progamme aimed at controlling the diseases. Small pox formally significance
source of mortality eracticated as part of the worldwide effort to climate that
disease Malaria, Leprosy, Pneumonic plague, diarrheal diseases, dengue fever,
hepatitis, tuberculosis are few diseases which are still hazardous disease in our
country with millions of people suffering from diseases and ailments that simply
no longer exist almost anywhere else on the planet,
India had grown
economically to an incredible depth. Malnutrition, obesity, diabetes, epidemics
of AIDS, chronic heart diseases etc., are seriously affecting problems of our
society now – a - days. My. Sajeev honoured Dr.Jayalal with Ponnadai.
Dr. Jayalal presented a powerpoint on “Health and medicine”. Health is a
state of complete physical, mental and wellbeing . The six dimension of health
are Emotional wellness, Intellectual wellness, spiritual wellness, occupational
wellness, Social wellness and Physical wellness. Most people do not die. They
kill themselves by their wrong actions before living a full life span. The two
types of disease are communicable disease and non-communicable disease. Risk
factors of Suicide is an undiagnosed untreated or ineffectively treated mental
disorder. Obesity is caused due to junk foods. So, Avoid Junk foods. Fear has
tow meanings. That is “Forget everything and turn, forget everything and rise”.
According to Dr. Abdulkalam “Mistake is your best teacher”. The famous
failures are Albert Einstein, Michae Jordan,. Walt Disney, Steve Jobs and
Oprah Winrey. If we can believe in us, we can live healthy.
Fathima Haashima given feedback:
Theme Lecture V :

Team co-ordinator : Meera
Meera gave an introduction about “Food and agricultural challenges”.
According to Arthur Keith “The discovery of agriculture was the first big step
to the civilized life”. India is agricultural country with diverse climate, crops
and cropping system. But, now it is facing lots and lots of crises especially in
reduction in land area due to increased population growth. The destruction of
forest also leads to uneven climate change which leads to scarcity of water for
agriculture. Delayed monsoons, reduced land area, labour shortage, uneven
market prices bought great difficulties in farming community. In today’s world
food is poison and poison is food. We live with food, food doesn’t live with us.
Mr. Balakrishna honoured Dr. Sugin Herbert and Mr. Samraj with ponnadai.
Dr. Sugin Herbert presented a power point on “Food & agricultural
challenges”. Agriculture is the cultivations of animals, Plants, Fungi and other
uses. Challenges in cultivation is to get right nutritional support. Food
production will have to rise 60% - 70%. Important problems in agriculture are
climate, soil degradation, water scarcity and populations. Rainwater collect on
multistoried roof can use for agriculture. Poor storage is 1 billion of kg food
grains rotten every year in India. To protect agriculture be a former ourself.
Whatever area find in our location we should plant the plants.
Admist, some great personalities came to our meeting. Dr.James Wilson
gave introductory address. He invited steffy to talk a few words.
Steffy present about “Industrialization”. Today the world is fact paced.
The reason is industrialization. The use of fact and most production lead to
depletion of certain resources of nature. The smoke released from industries
leads global warming. Toxic wastes from industries were main cause for the
pollution water. Industries also affect land. So, protect our mother earth.
The Central Minister conveyed gratitude to Sigma Management and all of
us. He wished us.
Dr. Sugin Herbert continued his PPT. To be healthy, be a dietician. We
should know what we can eat, what we can’t eat. Every 35 years, our skin
replace itself. Our liver, about a mouth. Our body make these new cells from
the food we eat. What we eat literally becomes ‘we. Meera gave the feedback.
Mr. Velaian told National Science day celebration is very nice. The 5
Speeches were very informative.He said next meeting is on 3rd March at IIST,
Thiruvananthapuram.
One by one all the dignitaries wished us success in life. Capt.Bennet
Singh concluded the programme by Vote of thanks. The programme ended at
4.30 pm by National Anthem.
Feedback:

It is a very useful programme. The 5 Speeches were very informative. I
could tolearn a lot from their PPT. So, I express my sincere thanks to Mr.
Velaian and all the‘KAP’ members.
Thank U.

4.Ethazl Sherin Joseph.
Red Team
“The past is a ghost, the future a dream. All we ever have is now”. –
Bill Cosby

The following programme next to the IIST programme was the technical
presentation. It was conducted on 8/3/2014 at Maria College of engineering and
technology. I reached the spot by 9.00 am with a feel of great pleasure and
pride. The programme started sharply by 9.10 am. The programme was compared
by v. Stefy. She welcomed the dignitaries to the dais. We started the
programme with a heart filled with joy. The dignitaries were:
•

Dr. Sujar – The principal of Maria College.

•

Mr. Mullanchery. M. Velaian – the brain of KAP.

•

Mr. Balakrishnan - the coordinator of Red team.

•

Mr. Edwin Sam – the coordinator of Yellow team.

•

Dr. Benzigar Rajan – ISRO scientist.

•

Mr. Shibin – professor in NI College.

•

Mr. Vikram.

•

Mr. Edwin Gladson - the coordinator of green team.

•

Mr. John Rabi Kumar – the coordinator of maroon team.

The lighting of the lamp took place. The dignitaries lighted the lamp. Then red
team members sung the Tamil Thai valthu. The introductory address was given
by Velaian sir. He addressed that today is a great day of exposing your talents.
Use this opportunity and correct your mistakes. Then he briefed about the 60
topics given to us. He also encouraged us a lot. The felicitation was given by Dr.
Sujar. He started that we all are researching students. This opportunity of
technical presentation is only got to professional students but here you have got
it. He said about the college and the college campus and education. In 2008
there were 4 branches of engineering but now there are more than 8 branches.
He state that hardwork will bring success. He mentioned some scientists name
too. They include: Thomas Alva Edison, Wright Brothers, Mother Teresa, Marie
curie, etc. these people are unique. He said a story about Abdul Kalam and a
child named Srikanth. The 4 important things to follow to achieve a better life
are:


Have the biggest aim.



Search for knowledge.



Hard work.



Try your level best in everything you do.

He wished us to have a good time and departed. Next benzigar Rajan sir gave a
talk. He said that science is nothing but knowing things. The instruments are the
innovation of products. India’s innovation was started by 1955. SLV 3 was
launched by India at 1972. India is spending only 1 % of money for India’s Space
and technology. The total session feedback was given by Achsha. Then the
presentation started. The judges took their seats. First the blue team started.
The list is given below.
NAME

TOPIC

DISCRIPTION

Dharshini

Petrol cars

Meera

Diesel cars

Krishnaveney

Radio AM/FM

Amirthanishalini

Tape recorder

Rohansi
Grinders

Waterlevel
monitor
Jerlin shimi mol

Benny

Bluetooth

Donlinlal

Fan

Brindha

Cell phone

Priyanka

Television

Petrol is used as fuels in cars and other
vehicles.
Rudolf diesel means it will have more
resistance of diesel engines. She explained
the parts of a diesel engine.
Fm- frequency modulation. It can be tuned. It
has digital signals.
Am- amplitude modulation. It can’t be tuned.
It has analogue signals.
It uses electromagnetic waves to record and
play back. They are of three types. 8 track,
cassette deck, DAT, etc.
They consist of usually data logger sensors.
The new version is ‘ecolog 500’- it is flexible.
It is used to grind materials. She explained
the types of grinders.
It sends data from one place to another place.
It was developed in SIG. it was founded by
Nicolas at 1990.
They are devices that give air .The
components are an electric motor, blades,
metal arms, and flywheel.
It is used as a communication device. It was
invented by Alexander graham bell.
Television is used as an entertainment box or
system. It also gives us information about the
living world from different areas and parts of
the world.

Red team

NAME

TOPIC

DISCRIPTION

Stefy

Inverter

Jayavarshini

Digital camera

Bowshica

ELCB

Mervin

Motorcycle

Griffin

Wrist watches

Dhanu

Train

Nithya

Scanner

Joshika

Water heater

A power inverter, or inverter, is an electronic
device
or
circuitry
that
changes direct
current (DC) to alternating current (AC).
A power inverter can be entirely electronic or may
be a combination of mechanical effects (such as a
rotary apparatus) and electronic circuitry.
A digital camera (or digital cam) is a camera that
encodes digital images and videos digitally and
stores them for later reproduction.
Digital and film cameras share an optical system,
typically using a lens with a variable diaphragm to
focus light onto an image pickup device.
An Earth Leakage Circuit Breaker (ELCB) is a
safety device used in electrical installations with
high earth impedance to prevent shock. It detects
small stray voltages on the metal enclosures of
electrical equipment, and interrupts the circuit if
a dangerous voltage is detected.
A motorcycle is a two or three wheeled motor
vehicle. Motorcycle design varies greatly to suit a
range of different purposes: long distance travel,
navigating urban
traffic, cruising, sport,
racing and off-road riding.
A watch is a timepiece, typically worn either
around the wrist or attached on a chain and
carried in a pocket. Wristwatches are the most
common type of watch used today.
A train is a form of rail transport consisting of a
series of vehicles propelled along a rail track to
transport cargo or passengers. Motive power is
provided by a separate locomotive or individual
motors in self-propelled multiple units.
A scanner is
a radio receiver that
can
automatically tune, or scan, two or more
discrete frequencies, stopping when it finds a
signal on one of them and then continuing to scan
other frequencies when the initial transmission
ceases.
Water heating is a thermodynamic process that
uses an energy source to heat water above its

Shanu

Microphone

Ethazl sherin

Battery
charger

initial temperature. Typical domestic uses of hot
water include cooking, cleaning, bathing, and space
heating. In industry, hot water and water heated
to steam have many uses.
A microphone is
an
acoustic-toelectric transducer or sensor that
converts sound in air into an electrical signal.
A battery charger is a device used to put energy
into a secondary cell or rechargeable battery by
forcing an electric current through it.
Yellow team

NAME

TOPIC

DISCRIPTION

Lexhmi

SolarWater
heater

Rujen

Air conditioner

Nishika

Water pumps

Shajin

Emergency lamp

T. Mony

Bicycle

Jershika

Water purifier.

Ashwitha

EB transformer

Solar water heating or solar hot water systems
comprise
several
innovations
and
many
mature renewable energy technologies that have
been well established for many years.
Air conditioning is the process of altering the
properties of air to more favorable conditions. More
generally, air conditioning can refer to any form of
technological cooling,
heating,
ventilation,
or disinfection that modifies the condition of air.
A pump is a device that moves fluids or
sometimes slurries, by mechanical action.
An emergency light is a battery-backed lighting
device that comes on automatically when a building
experiences a power outage.
A bicycle, is a human-powered, pedal-driven, singletrack vehicle, having two wheels attached to a frame,
one behind the other. A bicycle rider is called
a cyclist, or bicyclist.
A water filter removes impurities from water by
means of a fine physical barrier, a chemical process
or a biological process. Filters cleanse water to
different
extents
for
purposes
like irrigation, drinking
water, aquariums,
ponds
and swimming pools.
A transformer is an electrical device that transfers
energy
between
two
circuits
through electromagnetic induction. Transformers

Divya

Vacuum cleaner

NAME

TOPIC

Achsha

Neon Bulb

Abarna

Krishna
Kumar

Jershia

may be used in step-up or step-down voltage
conversion, which 'transforms' an AC voltage from
one voltage level on the input of the device to
another level at the output terminals.
A vacuum cleaner is a device that uses an air pump to
create a partial vacuum to suck up dust and dirt,
usually from floors, and optionally from other
surfaces as well. The dirt is collected by either a
dust bag or a cyclone for later disposal.
Green team
DISCRIPTION

A neon lamp is a miniature gas discharge lamp that
typically contains neon gas at a low pressure in a glass
capsule. Only a thin region adjacent to the electrodes
glows in these lamps, which distinguishes them from
the much longer and brighter neon tubes used for
signage.
Weather
The weather satellite is a type of satellite that is
primarily used to monitor the weather and climate of
monitor
the Earth. Satellites can be polar orbiting, covering
the entire Earth asynchronously, or geostationary,
hovering over the same spot on the equator.
Linear
power The voltage produced by an unregulated power supply
supply
will vary depending on the load and on variations in
the AC supply voltage. For critical electronics
applications, a linear regulator may be used to set the
voltage to a precise value, stabilized against
fluctuations in input voltage and load.
Magnetic train Maglev is a method of propulsion that uses magnetic
levitation to propel vehicles with magnets rather than
with wheels, axles and bearings. With maglev, a
vehicle is levitated a short distance away from a
guide way using magnets to create both lift and
thrust. High-speed maglev trains promise dramatic
improvements for human travel if widespread
adoption occurs.

By this the session was over and we had a special guest there within us, who is
none other than Dr. Vijayakumar. The MOC was achsha. She gave a small

feedback and introduced the great personality who was amongst us. Velain sir
gave the introductory address. He said that Dr. Vijayakumar is the backbone of
our Karoor trip and the meet in IMA Namakkal. He briefed about him more.
Then the mike was handed over to Dr. Vijayakumar. He was so happy by seeing
our performance. He wished us a very best of luck. He was in an urgent of
catching the flight to Chennai. He did not have time so he took a leave from us.
Then Benzigar Rajan sir talked. He started that everyone did well. He
mentioned the paradise laws of electromagnetism. When a coil moves in
permanent magnetic field it will induces an EME. This is the principle of
Microphone. The parts are: protective cover, diaphragm- holds with the help of
inertia, Beam- isostatic beam, magnetic fields. The electricity is generated
where the signals are microwatt. Then the amplifier changes the voice into
sound. For this session the feedback and vote of thanks was given by achsha.
Then we went have lunch by 1.35. We returned to the hall by 2.25 and started
the presentations. The green team continued their presentations.
NAME
Fathima

TOPIC
Relay

DISCRIPTIONS
A relay is
an electrically operated switch.
Many
relays use an electromagnet to mechanically operate
a switch, but other operating principles are also
used, such as solid-state relays.
Adithya
Audio alarm
An alarm device or system of alarm devices gives an
audible, visual or other form of alarm signal about a
problem or condition. Alarm devices are often
outfitted with a siren.
Neveditha Buzzer
A buzzer or beeper is an audio signaling device which
may
be mechanical, electromechanical,
or piezoelectric. Typical uses of buzzers and
beepers
include alarm
devices, timers and
confirmation of user input such as a mouse click or
keystroke.
Bibisha
Eco cardiac Echocardiogram, often referred to as a cardiac
gram
echo or simply an echo, is a sonogram of the heart.
Echocardiography uses standard two-dimensional,
three-dimensional, and Doppler ultrasound to create
images of the heart.
Jeshvini
CCTV
Closed-circuit television (CCTV) is the use of video
cameras to transmit a signal to a specific place, on a
limited set of monitors. It differs from broadcast

television in that the signal is not openly
transmitted, though it may employ point to point,
point to multipoint, or mesh wireless links.

MAROON TEAM
NAME
Varsha

TOPIC
MRI scan

Ashwin
niranjan

Solar panel

Blessy

X- ray

Anlin tino

Robot

Anisha

ECG

Abiram

Turpentine

DISCRIPTION
Magnetic
resonance
imaging nuclear
magnetic
resonance
imaging,
or magnetic
resonance
tomography is a medical imaging technique used
in radiology to
investigate
the anatomy and function of the body in both health
and disease. MRI scanners use strong magnetic
fields and radio waves to form images of the body.
The technique is widely used in hospitals for medical
diagnosis, staging of disease and for follow-up
without exposure to ionizing radiation.
A solar
panel is
a
set
of
solar
photovoltaic modules electrically
connected
and
mounted on a supporting structure. A photovoltaic
module is a packaged, connected assembly of solar
cells.
X-radiation is a form of electromagnetic radiation.
Most X-rays have a wavelength in the range of 0.01
to 10 nanometers, corresponding to frequencies in
the range 30 Peta hertz to 30exahertz (3×1016 Hz to
3×1019 Hz) and energies in the range 100 keV to
100 keV.
A robot is a mechanical or virtual artificial agent,
usually an electro-mechanical machine that is guided
by a computer program or electronic circuitry.
Electrocardiography is
a
transthoracic
interpretation
of
the electrical activity
of
the heart over a period of time, as detected
by electrodes attached to the surface of the skin
and recorded by a device external to the body.
Turpentine is
a
fluid
obtained
by
the distillation of resin obtained from live trees,
mainly pines. It is mainly used as a solvent and as a
source of materials for organic synthesis.

Scotlin
Joe

Pen drive

A USB flash drive is a data storage device that
includes flash memory with an integrated Universal
Serial Bus (USB) interface. USB flash drives are
typically removable and rewritable, and physically
much smaller than an optical disc.
Karthika
Printers
A
printer is
a peripheral which
makes
a
representation of an electronic document on physical
media. Individual printers are designed to support
local and network users at the same time.
Souparnika Electric
An electric
motor is
an electric
machine that
motor pump converts electrical energy into mechanical energy.
All the presentations were finished. The judges took their seat on the
dais, it also included Velaian sir. They all were asked to say the commands about
the students. First Murugan sir said that we all did well but some problems were
there in your presentations. He said some suggestions too. Then Edwin Sam sir
spoke some words. He said that we have to know the working principles of each
invention. In technical presentation the ppt slide must contain a block diagram.
We all must learn from our senior batch. He requested us to try to achieve
something new. Then John Rabi Kumar sir said to us that we must not do what
we don’t know. He asked us to work hard so that you can do something new. He
told us to improve our PPT skills. You should know all the concepts on what you
are presenting. Next Vikram sir gave some suggestions, which included: don’t
waste money by giving the ppt preparation to internet café to do it, collect all
the contents, split the long sentences into short so that you can understand,
please don’t use animations, use proper font, use more images to explain, the
first slide must contain the objectives, you must know the sequence of the
slides, have a complete knowledge about the slides, use black color for fonts,
don’t use esthetic colors, save the document as 2003 in Microsoft office, speak
continually and don’t put more slides in your presentations. Then Shibin sir said
that everything is invented by foreigners and we must change this, we also must
invent new things. He wished us good luck for our future. Then Velaian sir said
us to think scientifically and to prepare things scientifically. Then he announced
the next meeting schedule. We had a good time there. It was a new experience.
It made us think more and scientific way. I thank the KAP organization for
giving us a wonderful chance to exhibit our hidden talents. Thanks once again.

“Gratitude is the inward feeling of kindness received. Thankfulness is the
natural impulse to express that feeling. Thanksgiving is the following of
that impulse.”
- Henry Van Dyke

5.S.Krishna Veni,
Blue Team.
With warm and great pleasure and a great challenge to perform the
power point presentation I entered the Maria College of Engineering, Attur.
.
The programme started at 9.05 AM. Steffy compeered the programme. She
invited the dignitaries on the stage:
 Dr.Sugan, Principal of the College.
 Mr. Mullanchery. M.Vellaian, Organizer of the programme.
 Mr.Jose Prakash
 Mr.Balakrishnan, Consultant of Red Team
 Mr.Shibin, Consultant of Yellow Team
 Mr.Vikram
To the stage.
Tamil Thai Vazhthu was sung by the Red Team students. To make the
programme more colourful dignitaries lightened the lamp (Kuthuvilakku). Steffy
declared about the activities of K.A.P. She invited Mr.Velaian to give
introductory address. He said that only college students get the chance to do
Power Point Presentation.As a eight standard student and mainly as a young
scientist, we get a chance to do power point presentation. The power point
presentation would be evaluated by Mr.Benzikar Rajan, Mr.Vikram, Mr.Murugan,
and Mr.Edwin Sam. We should be aware of the difficulties to make a
programme. As young scientist we had been to more places. As a student, to go
in IISTcollege, it is impossible.But as a young scientist we had been to
IISTcollege.Then he mentioned that, mostly to present powerpoint presentation
on technology, only engineering students will get a chance. But as a young
scientist we got a chance to do power point presentation on technology. After
coming to this programme, we had studied the importance of using computer.
Mostly we will use computer for playing the game. After this, we learnt to
search and type with ease using the computer.
Then she invited Mr.Sugan. He addressed us. First he encouraged K.A.P
for holding the young scientist and training them throughout the year. He
encouraged the organizer Mr.Vellaian for organizing such a wonderful
programme. I would like to congratulate the college too…Because it had reached
the 4th position in Anna University, I would like to encourage the college
students also, because from their hard work, they had made the college to come
in 4th position. I also congratulate the Principal, for making the students to

achieve their goals. Then he said that while we are seeing the electric bulb, we
will think about the inventor, the inventor of electric bulb is Thomas Alva
Edison. While we are seeing the Aeroplane, we will think about the Wright
Brothers. Marie Curie, she is the example for the contribution of science.
Mother Teresa is the example for social service and hard work. He mentioned
an exampleoftribal people of a group meeting Abdul Kalam. Abdul Kalam asked
the tribal people about what they would like to become in their future.
Thecommon answer was that they would like to be an Engineer or a Doctor and
so on.
But a 8thstandard boy named Sreekhanth, said that he would like to be
The President of India. Abdul Kalam wasn’t surprised to hear that. He gave
some suggestions for him to achieve his goal to be the president. They are
 Set a goal
 Search for knowledge
 Hard work
 Work more. If failed, don’t worry, try more
To achieve his goal he returned home and started working hard. Because of
his hard work, he got 95% mark in 10thstandard examination. He worked more
and he achieved 98% in 12thstandard examination. His wish is to study in MIT
which is in America, at Boston. Because he is visually impaired, he was denied
help from the G.E group to join the college. So,Sreekhanthwrote the entrance
exam with many France and England students and scored 4th position. Once
again, the college had some difficulties to give admission but at last he was
admitted in the college. After that he had received a letter from G.E. group
mentioning that aftercompleting his studies he has a job in G.E. groups . He
replied back that, he wants to become the president of India. If he can’t then
he will join the institution. Like him we should have a great goal and work
towards that. Always our aim should be high. By impressing all of us with his
great example, he concluded his speech.
Then Steffy invited Mr. Benzika Rajan. He said that science is nothing but
knowing about something. The technology is used for the application of mankind.
Solar panel is the example for the application of technology. The technology has
arisen in India at 1950. In 1970 they had invented a nuclear Bomb. In 1981
without the help of another country India has launched our rocket SLV- 3. From
this science and technology has started to develop. We study the book cover to
cover by-heart without understanding and spit it out during exams. We should
understand what we are studying. We should understand the conceptsclearly. By
saying this he had concluded his speech.
Achsah gave the feedback and said the vote of thanks.
Team-wise all of us had presented our power point presentation.
BLUE TEAM

 Dharsini
 Meera
 S.KrishnaVeni
 Amarthiya Nishalini
 Rohansi
 Jeralin Shinimol
 Priyanka
 Ferdin Beny
 DawnlynLal
 Brindha
RED TEAM
 Steffy
 Jaya Varshini
 Bowshika
 Merwin Kennedy  Ithazh
 Griffin
 Dhanu
 Nithya
 Joshika Raj
 Shanu
YELLOW TEAM
 Achsah
 Abarna
 Fhatima Hashmi
 Aditya
 Nivethitha
 Jeshwini
 Bibisha
 Krishna Kumar
MAROON TEAM
 Varsha
 Ashwin Niranjan
 Blessy
 Anlin Tino
 Anisha
 Pratheesh
 Keerthika
 Abhiram
 Scotlin
 Sowparnika

Petrol Car
Diesel Car Engine
Radio FM/AM
Tape Recorder
Water Level Monitoring
Grinder
Television
Bluetooth
Fan
Cell Phone
Inverter
Digital Camera
EEG
Motor Cycle
Battery Charge
Wrist Watches
Train
Scanner
Water Heater
Microphone
Neon
Weather Monitor
Relay
Audio Alarm for Fire
Buzzer
CCTV
Eco Cardio Gram
Linear Power Supply
-

-

MRI Scan
Solar Panel
X-ray
Robots
Electro Cardio Gram
Network Switch
Printer
Turban
Pendrive
Electric Motor Pump

 Ashvidha
EV Transformer
 Jershya
Magnetic Train
Towards the middle middle of the presentation we had met
Mr.Vijayakumar. He is the past National President of Indian Medical
Association. Mr. Velaian said that he was a busy man. He appreciated our
presentation. We all were comfortable presenting what we prepared for. Also
he appreciated our presentation and our body language. Then he mentioned that
even if we get 1st prize,that doesn’t mean that we should not stop learning. We
should continue putting more and more efforts. Then Mr.Benzikar Rajan gave
feedback about the presentations and tips to improve the same. He had shown
the block diagram of mike and explained for our understanding too.
Overall, the suggestions were given by
 Mr.Murugan
 Mr.Edwin Sam
 Mr.Jhon Rabi Kumar
 Mr. Vikram
 Mr. Shibin
 Mr.Benzika Rajan and
 Mr.Vellaian
After that good experience and learning, we all had returned to our homes. It
was a memorable day for me because I did the presentation without fear, it
boosted my confidence. My sincere thanks to K.A.P… and particularly Mr.
Velaian…

